ILUCIDARE
presents

The ILUCIDARE challenge

ILUCIDARE: what is this project all about?
What is our
PURPOSE?

What is our
MISSION?

What is our
GOAL?

To promote
[heritage]
as a resource for
innovation and
international
cooperation

To facilitate
applications of
[heritage]
in territorial
sustainable
development and
cultural exchange

To establish an
international network
of [heritage]
professionals and
enthusiasts to share
ideas and collaborate

[heritage];[innovation];[repurposing of buildings];[social economy];[intangible heritage preservation];[creat
ivity];[crafts];[slow tourism];[heritage led innovation];[repurposing of buildings]; [social economy];[creative
hubs];[cultural exchange];[intangible heritage preservation];[creativity]; [crafts];[slow tourism];[heritage-

The ILUCIDARE challenge
This challenge is an international
competition rewarding creative ideas
and changemakers worldwide around
the topics of the ILUCIDARE project:

[heritage]
[innovation]

[international relations]

The ILUCIDARE challenge
We are looking for projects that
propose a solution to a social,
societal, environmental, economic
issue by putting

[cultural heritage at the
centre of the solution]

The ILUCIDARE challenge
Who can participate?
EVERYONE
...whose idea fits the challenge scope.

Young entrepreneurs, researchers, creatives
and activists working internationally:
we are looking for you!

[inset picture]

ILUCIDARE challenge: evaluation criteria
The projects will be evaluated according to their relevance in the context of ILUCIDARE, their
implementation potential, and the impact they can have on the communities involved.
Check-list to make sure your idea is ILUCIDARE-proof 👌
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.

Do you use heritage (tangible and/or intangible) as the basis for your proposed solution? Do
you use it in an innovative way?
Is your project international (in its implementation or team)?
Do you consider the impact of your project – not only economic, but also social, cultural,
and environmental? [not just for-profit rationale]
Can you demonstrate the improvement that your project would bring? Can you explain the
ways in which it would benefit the communities targeted?
Has your idea been tested before? Is it scalable? Note: we are looking for early-stage
ideas that have not been implemented nor have received funding yet.

NEXT

Note: we are not looking for tech-related solutions only! Our notion of innovation is broader than that: it means any
idea or method that uses existing resources in a new way resulting in an improvement for users. This challenge is
about applying your entrepreneurial skills to the heritage world. That might involve tech, yes; but it can also involve
thinking about concepts of governance, community building, and the social economy in an innovative way.

ILUCIDARE challenge: prize
🏆 Participation in ILUCIDARE Playground #3 in The Hague, Netherlands (travel,
accommodation, award ceremony and participation in the programme)
🌎Membership to the b.creative network (matchmaking with creative
entrepreneurship leaders and a worldwide community, early bird invitation to
events, monthly opportunities in your inbox)
📝Award Certificate signed by the European Commissioner for Innovation,
Research, Culture, Education and Youth (TBC)
🤝 Support from experienced ILUCIDARE partners to improve and scale your idea

🦄 In the making: mentoring, incubating and networking package

ILUCIDARE challenge: application process
Submit a written proposal describing your idea. The concept must be written in English and it must not
exceed 10 pages. The application must be sent by 2 January 2022 to hello@ilucidare.eu and it should
include:
Title. Find a catchy name for your project. Make it short and playful to grab the jury's attention.
Problem/Opportunity. Brief description of your project idea, explaining the problem you identified and why your
innovative heritage-centred solution is the best way to solve it.
Value proposition/impact. Explain the value-added of your project for the heritage asset, specific territories and
communities involved. E.g.: How does your project contribute to improve the quality of life of its target population or the
management of cultural heritage? Is the impact measurable?
Action plan. Where do you start? How much time do you need? Write a detailed description of how you see your project
come to life.
Skills/resources. Which resources do you need to make your project happen? This includes financial (budget!), human
(team, specific expertise) and technical / technological resources (if applicable).

Communication. Think about a way to communicate your idea to partners, users, and other stakeholders. This is not the
main section, so give it a supportive role when writing your application. The focus should be on the impact and action
plan.

Last but not least: make sure to include a biography for each element of your team, including a short
background, profession and current activity / organisation, email address, and the country where the
person is based.

ILUCIDARE challenge: timeline

2 December 2021

February 2022

Launch of the ILUCIDARE challenge at the
ILUCIDARE Playground event @ Brussels

Winner announced

Submission deadline

Award ceremony and project presentation at the
final conference in The Hague (The Netherlands)

2 January 2022

Spring 2022

ILUCIDARE challenge: why participate?
[for applicants]

RECEIVE FEEDBACK FROM HERITAGE
EXPERTS TO HELP YOU DEVELOP
YOUR IDEA

ATTRACT INTEREST AND FUNDING FROM
POWERFUL ACTORS IN THE FIELD

MEET LIKE-MINDED PEOPLE WHO WANT
TO MAKE A CHANGE BY BRINGING
HERITAGE AND INNOVATION TOGETHER

The ILUCIDARE challenge

Interested? Find more information on
https://ilucidare.eu/activities/events/ilucidare-challenge

